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1.
THE GROUP



Profile

Gruppo Dedalo SGI is an integrated

industrial operator active in the civil

engineering&construction, real estate

development & property management

industry.

Structured on a DBOM (Design, Build, Operate
and Maintain) business model, oriented to a Fully
Integrated Project Delivery scope, the Group
operates through all the phases of a building or
infrastructure’s lifecycle, creating value across the
entire process of design, project management,
construction and maintenance.

Active for more than 20 years in the reference
industry, with more than 24 large projects
completed, a cumulative construction value of €
168 millions and a construction backlog of
equal standing, the Group counts a trackArecord
of highAgorwth player in the commercial property
development segment, with remarkable
performances in the realization of FrenchHstyle
and multiHstorey shopping centers,

hypermarkets, supermarkets and fashion

outlets on behalf of the main operators in the food
and fashion retailing business.

The Group establishes its activity on a strong
passion for building, consolidated through
numerous case studies realized nationally and
internationally.
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BusinessJatHaHglance

Construction

Civil Engineering

RealGEstateG
Development

Property
Management

BusinessJModel

DESIGN

BUILD

OPERATE

MAINTAIN
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Business Snapshot

9

1989 Establishment year

6 Group companies

6 Business Units

5 Order sectors

1 Business Model

27 Year of activity in the construction industry

10 Executive management professionals 

40+ Skilled workers

232.000 Square meters developed

Company Presentation | Business Snapshot

3 Office Locations



Mission and Vision

Mission

In#our small#way,#we
commit to#daily build a#new#
and#better ecosystem,#

trying to#adapt to#whichever
context,#historic and#
economic phase.

Vision

We believe that engineering,#
architectural and design#works
contribute to create human#

development,#economic activities
and#socio<cultural aggregation for#
the#present and#future#generations
in#the#medium#and#long#run.

10
Company Presentation | Mission and Vision

Inspired by a mission of costant improvement and adaptation to the
context we operate in, the Group promotes a vision interpreting the
construction industry as the flywheel through whom creating
economic and social development worldwide.
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Values

Quality and Diligence of our
Human Capital

Research, Development 
and Innovation Solidity

Transparency

Respect Construction excellence

Young,'educationally and'
professionally excellent
human'resources.

Competence delivered by'our
companies,'professionals,'

suppliers and'sub;contractors.

We partner'with'research centers'
and'universities for'the'

development of'new'construction
technologies,'methods and'

forefront materials.

We realize solid,'innovative'
and'time;lasting buildings
and'infrastructures.

We respect people,'
diversities and'environment.

Healthy,'ethic and'
transparent conduct.

Company Presentation | Values

To the development of our entrepreneurial activity and related
process of value creation we associate the adoption of a business
conduct based on human and ethical values.
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History

Architect Bartolomeo Sorrentino,
reference shareholder and Group
founder, strong of an extensive and
consolidated experience on behalf of a
big player in the commercial property
development business, decides to
condense his know=how and network of
relationships activating himself in the
business activity.

In 1989 it is established in Naples the associated
architectural studio Architech, which joins together
some of the city’s main protagonists of architecture
and design. After a period dedicated to the design
activity of historical residential palaces, the studio
shifts its interest toward the project management
of large shopping malls via a partnership with some
local general contracting companies.

They are, in fact, signatures of some of the studio’s
professionals the detailed designs of the main
shopping malls and food hypermarkets of the
Metropolitan Area of Naples and Southern Italy,
commissioned by the main food and fashion retail
distribution groups A as La Rinascente,
Auchan, Ipercoop, Emmezeta to name a few A ,
such as "Città Mercato" in Pompeii (1989), Centro
Commerciale «Auchan» in Mugnano (1990), Centro
Commerciale "San Sperate" in Cagliari (1999),
Centro Commerciale "Quartonuovo" in Quarto
(2003).

FoundationLofL
Architech studio

1989

ProjectLmanagementL
serviceLinLtheLcommercialL
development sector

Completion ofLtheL
«CittàNMercato»LMallL
inLPompeiiL(Naples)

1990

Completion ofLtheL
«Auchan»LShoppingL
MallLinLMugnanoL
(Naples)

1999

Completion ofLtheL
«SanNSperate»LMallL
inLCagliariL(Sardinia)

2003

Completion ofLtheL
Ipercoop
«Quartonuovo»L
Hypermarket inL
QuartoL(Naples)

Presentazione Societaria | History
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With the outset of maturation of the retail
property development activity and the
approaching of the downward phase of
the real estate cycle, the studio,
meanwhile transformed into a project
management company, decides to
integrate its design competences with
the manufacturing phase of the
construction process.

In 2005 it is established the company Urbania
S.r.l.. They belong to the history of this entity the
ordinary and extraordinary maintenance
interventions at some countrywide important food
storage warehouses, such as the logistic
warehouse of Castello di Cisterna 9 in the Naples’
industrial area 9 and the CFT S.p.A’s cold storage
warehouse in Montelupo Fiorentino – in the
Empoli’s industrial area, as well as likewise
relevant property valorisation projects.

In the light of a growing consolidation and pursuit of
operativity at an international level, at the envisage
of several construction orders in the French Riviera
region, in 2010 it is established, with other
business partners, the company B.F.P. Societè
Genèrale du Batiment, with office in Nice, France.
The projects completed are remarkable, fulfilled in
joint9venture agreement either with top9notch
general contracting entities, such as Le Groupe
Fayat 9 and high9end property developers,
as Provence Habitat in Aix9en9Provènce.

EstablishmentIofItheI
companyIUrbaniaJS.r.l.

2005

Completion ofI
maintenance works at aI
food warehouse inI
CastelloIdiICisternaI
(Naples)

Completion ofImaintenance
works at aIcold9storage
warehouse inIMontelupoI
FiorentinoI(Florence)

2006

EstablishmentIofItheI
companyIBFPJ
ConstructionJS.a.r.l.JinI
Nice,IFrance

2010

Begin ofIconstruction
activity inItheIProvenceI
Region (France)

2015

Completion ofItheIupscale
residential sceheme «LeJ
SiloJOne»IinIAix9en9
Provence,IFrenchIRiviera

2007

Company Presentation | History
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In 2013, in conjunction with a reorganization of the
corporate strategy and group’s business lines, it is
established the company Dedalo S.r.l., group’s
third entity, in order to attract interest and market
shares in a strategic area, namely that of the
redevelopment and valorisation of distressed
properties. Simultaneously, the activities and
companies are gathered under the control of one
holding company, named Gruppo Dedalo SGI.

The interest and substantial investment of
resources and human capital flows towards the
property development and management activity
strengthens in September 2016 with the
establishment of the company Genim Res S.r.l.,
when the Group decides to create an ad
hoc company doomed to the provision of property
and facility management services for the newly
institued property portfolio, to whom are conferred
a cluster of core@plus residential and commercial
building localised in the North@Eastern area of Italy.

The history of the Group continues, on
the basis of the already solid foundations
laid and the turnover of the management
body, with the entrance of a young
management team, made by
accademically excellent professionals,
endowed with global growth aspirations
and long term entrepreneurial vision.

EstablishmentCofCtheC
companyCDedaloD
S.r.l.

2013

CorporateCreorganization
ofCtheCgroup companiesC
underCone entity called
GruppoDDedaloDSGI

EstablishmentCofCtheC
companyCGenim ResD
S.r.l.

2014

2015

Launch ofCtheCintegrated
activities ofCproperty
development,Cvalorisation
andCmanagement

Acquisition ofCtheCfirstC
two properties toCbeC
conferred toCtheCportfolioC
underCmanagement

Company Presentation | History

2017

2019

Partecipation at theC
30thCEditionCofCtheC
MIPIM inCCannes
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Geography

15%

85%

Portfolio Breakdown

Overseas Italy

Gruppo Dedalo SGI is an integrated operator with a
national player track record that, through an organic
growth and an increasing market activities
diversification, has developed a technical expertise
and an operative<logistic capability to manage work
and service projects in international contexts.

In Italy the Group and its controlled companies refer to the
Milan head office, where are present the main divisions,
executive management and planning, design&project
management’s offices. From here it is directly planned the
operativity of the entire corporate structure, annual construction
backlog, construction materials procurement, relationships with
suppliers, sub=contractors and investors.

In order to secure an exaustive presence nationwide, the Group
has got an operative office in Naples, where are present the
offices of: the Real Estate Advisory Division with its
Departments for hospitality, healthcare management and
mixed<use schemes, a small the planning, design&project
management team and the operations&maintenance for the
Residential Department.

In France, the Group’s first international market, where it is
active since 2012, it operates a subsidiary company based in
Nice, in the heart of French Riviera. In this branch it seats the
operative office for the business development activity, the
construction, development and advisory divisions.

In 2019, according to the goals and targets of the 2019 –
2034’s Industrial Plan, to the envisage of commercial
opportunities affecting several Group’s business units, it has
been arranged the launch of a line of conversations for the
opening of a third a fourth foreign branch, in Spain and United
Kingdom.

Company Presentation | Geography

Con tecnologia Bing

Groups’ geographic presence

3 45

Number of 
projects
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Italy represents the Group’s main order market, with
an 85% of sales from works and services generated
on the territory. The two main operative regions result
to be Lombardy, for the development, property
management and advisory divisions, followed by
Campania, for the divisions of construction and
development.

At an aggregate level, the Milan head office plans, structures
and oversees the business development nationwide, and it
retains competence to serve the projects and construction
orders awarded by the Group companies within the CentralC
Northen macro:region, with particular activity in Lombardy,
Piedmont, FriuliCVeneziaCGiulia, Trentino, Tuscany, EmiliaC
Romagna and Liguria.

Within the will to give priority more to the quality and
convenience of projects and initiatives than to the
geographical component of the same, the Naples’ regional
office retains competence to intercept orders and the most
interesting initiatives for the Group’s desiderata and strengthen
the company presence in the CentralCSouthern macro:region
of Campania, Lazio, Apulia and Marche.

Company Presentation | Geography

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

North
Center

South

45%

20%

35%

Sales by Italy’s geographic area

75%

20%

Sales by business line’s framework

Industrial Services

Markets overseen byNtheN
Headquarters

Markets overseen byNtheN
Regional Office

HeadquartersN|NMilan

Regional OfficeN|NNaples
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The experience matured on the construction yards,
the accurate client knowledge and the technical
capabilities developed throughout the years allow
Gruppo Dedalo SGI to have undertaken, with
flexibility, an international market diversification.

In France, constituing the Group’s main international market,
the local subsidiary, based in the French Riviera area,
intervenes in construction and development orders in the
regions of ProvenceBAlpesBCôteBd’Azur, LanguedocB
RoussillonBMidiBPyrénées and Corsica. The Real Estate
Advisory Division, moreover, provides property consulting
services on hospitality transactions in the cities of Monaco,
Cannes, SaintBTropez, Nice, BeaulieauBSurBMer and SaintB
JeanBCapBFerrat.

The Group strategy contemplated in the Business Development
Plan seeks to ramify the spectrum of action of the business
lines in other international contexts, possibly reflecting the
basic macroBeconomic characteristics and a discrete level of
barriers to entry for the construction sector of order

In the construction pipeline, the Group has been awarded
contracts in the Spain’s main southern cities, as Barcellona,
Valencia, Málaga and Granada and has been commissioned
the commercialization of several portfolios’ assets owned by
financial and industrial conglomerates in Russia, and located
the cities of SaintBPetersburg and Moscow.

The international geopolitical context, albeit shaken by
uncertainties and national political conflicts, has not
compromised the intention of the group’s executive
management of inserting in the development strategy the
opening of a service based business unit in the United
Kingdom, with particular interest for London, where it is
planned a third foreign branch opening by the end of 2020.

Company Presentation | Geography

15%

30%
40%

4%1%
10%

International orders 
portfolio

Construction

Development

Valorisation

Property Management

Facility Management

Agency&Advisory

Regional OfficeU|UNaples

HeadquartersU|UMilan

FrenchUBranch |UNice

NewUOpeningsU|UBarcelona andU
London
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Growth Plan

A synthesis of the 
2019 – 2034 
Industrial Plan

HIGH-GROWTH 
PLAYER

MAIN INDUSTRY 
OPERATOR

INDUSTRIAL 
CONGLOMERATE

2019 - 2024

2024 - 2034

2034 - 2054

FINANCIAL TARGETS

OPERATIVE TARGETS

CORPORATE TARGETS

• Sales ≧ € 50 M
• EBIT ≧ 15%

• Presence in 5 European 
nations

• Personnel ≧ 150 people
• Transformation in joint-

stock company

• Construction Backlog ≧ € 
150 M

• ≧ 20 institutional and 
corporate client base

FINANCIAL TARGETS

OPERATIVE TARGETS

CORPORATE TARGETS

FINANCIAL TARGETS

OPERATIVE TARGETS

CORPORATE TARGETS

• Sales ≧ € 200 M
• Net Income ≧ € 30 M

• Presence in 20 European markets 
and 1 extra EU market

• Personnel ≧ 500 people
• Expansion in North America and 

Asia

• Construction Backlog ≧ € 600 M
• ≧ 60% institutional and 

corporate client base
• Initial Publig Offering (IPO) on 

Milan Stock Exchange 

• Sales ≧ € 1 B
• Net Income ≧ € 250 M
• CAGR 30%

• Presence in 30 European 
countries

• Presence in China and 
Southeast Asia

• Expansion in Africa and 
Australia

• Personnel = 1,500+ people

• Construction backlog ≧ € 3 B
• ≧ 80% institutional and 

corporate clients
• Corporate reorganization as 

industrial conglomerate 

Strong of the past behind us and aware of the responsibilities
of our role, the Board of Directors has launched, in January
2019, an ambitious 15?year Industrial Plan that photographs the
three principal batches, with their respective milestones, that
Gruppo Dedalo SGI intends traversing from now on to the next
years to achieve the financial, operative and corporate goals
constituing the foundations of our plan.

Company Presentation | Growth Plan
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Governance Model

Company Presentation | Governance Model

Gruppo Dedalo SGI is a capital company structured on a excellence
oriented governance model. The corporate governance refers to the
set of rules, at every level, that discipline the group’s management
and direction. The governance includes the relationships among
the various actors involved as «stakeholder» and the «objectives»
for whom the company is run (mission). The main actors are
Shareholders, Board of Directors and Executive Management.
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Gruppo Dedalo SGI is a company set up on an ordinary governance
model, as established in the Company Statute, characterized by the
principle for which the Shareholders’ Meeting appoints either the
administrative body, constitued by the Board of Directors and the
management control body, namely the Board of Statutory Auditors.

Shareholders’ Meeting

Board of Statutory Auditors Board of Directors Auditing Firm

Nomination and 
Remuneration

Committee

Related Parties 
Committee

Supervisory
Board

Executive in 
charge of 

drafting the 
accounting
documents

Approves the Financial Statements,
elects the Board of Directors, the
Board of Statutory Auditors and the
Auditing Firm, deliberates on the
Company Statute’s modifications.

Supervises on the compliance with
the law and Statute and has
functions ofmanagement control.

Defines the strategic addresses
and has responsibility for the
management of the Group and its
companies.

Practices the accounting
control on the Group and its
companies

Expresses opinions
on the Group’s
interest about
transactions with
related Parties, on
the convenience and
accuracy of the
relative conditions.

Expresses opinion on the
counselors’ number,
composition and
professionalism? proposes the
remuneration of executives
with particular appointments,
the incentivation and
remuneration plans for the
top management, monitors on
the application of the Board’s
decision principles regarding
remunerations.

Monitors on the
correct application
of the Organisation
and Management
Model «Model
231» and takes
care of its update.

Monitors on the
effective application
and adequacy of the
accounting and
administrative
procedures.

Control, Risk and 
Sustainability
Committee

Has the task to support,
with an adeguate
preliminary activity, the
valuations and
decisions of the Board
relative to internal
dealing and risk
management, also
approving the periodic
financial reports.
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Gruppo Dedalo SGI is an integrated industrial operator controlled at
100% by the members of the Sorrentino family, representing the
Group’s main shareholder and founder. The Board of Directors, the
Executive Management and e Committees are made by independent
executives and managers.

Shareholders’ Meeting

Board of Statutory Auditors Board of Directors Auditing Firm

Nomination and 
Remuneration

Committee

Related Parties 
Committee

Supervisory
Board

Executive in 
charge of drafting

the accounting
documents

Control, Risk and 
Sustainability
Committee

BartolomeoESorrentino:"CEO
ProsperoESorrentino:"President
NiccolòESorrentino:"CFO
LorenzoESorrentino:"COO
AnnunziataEMaresca:EIndependent Director

BartolomeoESorrentino:"CEO
ProsperoESorrentino:"President
NiccolòESorrentino:"CFO
LorenzoESorrentino:"COO
IsidoroESorrentino:ECPO
MarcoEIavarone:"Auditor

MarcoEIavarone &EPartnersMarcoEIavarone: President
FrancescoEMariaECannaviello:"
Auditor"in"Charge
SamueleEBeraha:"Auditor"in"Charge
RaffaellaEInserra:"Alternate"Auditor

NiccolòESorrentino:
President
RobertoEDeERosa:"
Member In"Charge
ProsperoESorrentino:"
Member In"Charge
SamueleEBeraha:"
Member in"Charge
Miaofang Li:"Alternate"
Member

BartolomeoE
Sorrentino: President
FrancescoEMariaE
Cannaviello:"Member
in"Charge
LorenzoESorrentino:"
Member In"Charge
IsidoroESorrentino:"
Member In"Charge

MarcoEIavarone:
President
FrancescoEMariaE
Cannaviello:"Member
In"Charge
SamueleEBeraha:"
Member In"Charge
RaffaellaEInserra:"
Member In"Charge

AgostinoEMercurio:E
Studio"Legale"
Mercurio
MarioEValiante:"
Studio"Legale"
Valiante
AdolfoEMaiello:"
Studio"Legale"Maiello

MarcoEIavarone:
President

5%

20%

20%

5%
20%

20%

2,5% 5,0%
2,5% Bartolomeo Sorrentino

Niccolò Sorrentino

Lorenzo Sorrentino

Rosalinda Sorrentino

Prospero Sorrentino

Isidoro Sorrentino

Annunziata Maresca

Antonio Sorrentino

Manager e Dipendenti
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Group Companies

Set up on two business lines, structured on 6
main business units, the Group operates
through 6 company vehicles designed to the
provision of works and services activities for
the business units.

The operative strategic orientation directed to fully vertical
integration of the lifecycle of the build product is passed
down to to the 6 Group’s corporate vehicles, distinguished
by legal nature, market served, construction contract
type and project delivery method.

Agency>&>
Advisory

Property
Valorisation

100%
Dedalo>S.r.l.

100%
B.F.P.>Construction>S.a.r.l.

100%
Dedalo>S.r.l.

Construction

Property
Management

Facility
Management

Property
Development

100%
GRUPPO>
DEDALO>SGI

50%
Mirto>Mediterraneo>S.r.l.

50%
Genim Res>S.r.l.

100%
Urbania>S.r.l.

Industrial

Services

Business>Divisions
Business>
Framework

Holding Company>
Vehicles

100%
Architech Architetti>Associati

Design>&>Project>
Management

29%

30%

25%

10%
1% 5%

Group>Consolidated>Sales>by>
Group>Company

Urbania S.r.l. Dedalo S.r.l.

BFP S.a.r.l. Genim Res S.r.l.

Mirto Mediterraneo Srl Architech
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Architech | Architetti Associati
The design and architectural practice can claim credit
of, through its specific constituing personalities, a
proved experience in the architectural, structural and
urban design field. The teamwork is set up in order to
realize the best professional synergies and provide
quality services to the clientele.

Urbania S.r.l.
The company represents an entity specialized in the
realization of general construction and civil
engineering works. On its own initiative or on contract,
it provides construction, maintenance and renovation
services for network building interventions, necessary
to allow mobility and its related activities and punctual
building interventions, such as civil buildings.

B.F.P. Construction S.a.r.l.
The company represents the first foreign branch to
become part of Gruppo Dedalo. The company
pursues the activity of ex@novo constructions of
punctual building interventions necessary to perform
whichever human activity, namely residences,
barracks, schools, offices, industrial and commercial
buildings.

Dedalo S.r.l.
The company is involved in the activity of real estate
promotion and development on its own, with
acquisition and disposal interventions (buy$to$sell)
and income generation interventions (buy$to$
lease) for residential and commercial civil buildings.

Genim Res S.r.l.
The real estate company has for object the fulfillment
of real estate initiatives nationwide, consisting in the
purchase, renovation, disposal, property permutation,
property rights and multiple@use plants, and their
management on its own.

Mirto Mediterraneo S.r.l.
The company is active in the provision of hospitality
services and its related, accessory, annexed, inherent
and consequent activities, including the management
of bathings establishment and beaches, garages and
show places.

Feasibility Study

Masterplan

«Conceptual» 
Design

«Detailed» 
Design

Procurement

Bid

Construction

Operations and 
Maintenance

Marketing and Advisory

Testing

Value>Chain

Property&Facility
Management
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Strategy

Accurate client 
selection

Deep due diligence 
on every project

Focus only on “feasible” 
projects

Demographic and Urban 
Planning Analysis on all projects

Ex-Ante Planning Delivery on time

Company Presentation| Strategy

The good outcome of our entrepreneurial ventures and the
satisfaction of our clientele lay on an operative strategy founded on
a lean construction flow, consisting in a robust activity of ex#ante
valuation and planning of the construction process, and in a
formulation of it through simplified engineering processes.

In#order to#avoid
posthumous delays,#we
plan in#advance for#

whichever contingency may
happen on#the#yards

For#every business#unit,#we only
work#through a#well defined project
timeline and#we stay#stick to#it

We only pursue project
which we think might

reasonably have an#impact#
on#the#surrounding context

Through the#Highest@And@Best@Use@
Analysis#(HBUA)#technique,#we
identifiy projects able to#«building#
value»#economically and#socially

We are#extremely exigent on#the#
quality and#solidity of#our clients

The#Data#Analysis#Department
identifies the#mega#trends#in#the#
most promising developing areas
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Value Added

Years of experience

20+

High project management 
capabilities

Work organization

Logistic strength

Constant confrontation with 
the client Careful risk management

Company Presentation | Value Added

In an industry constantly stress/tested by continuous
transformations, characterized by a competitive market with high
barriers to entry, conferring the image of a quality and reliable
operator represents an added value that can magnetize the trust of
the clientele and boost the business development.

The$Group$has developed
its expertise$in$more$than
20$years of$activity

According to$the$project size,$the$
Group’s logistic capabilities are$a$

guarantee of$success

One of$our clients’$trust$levers is
represented by$the$careful project
management$activity carried out$by$
our engineers and$architects

We structure the$project
delivery$through a$smart

workforce and$
procurement organization

We actively involve$the$
client$in$the$project design$

phase and$plan the$
project scope$according

to$his needs

We evaluate and$calibrate$
the$construction activity

foreseeing the$endogenous
and$exogenous risks
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Strengths

1. UNIQUE VALUE 
PROPOSITION

A"consolidated"group"focalised"
on"small"and"medium3sized"

projects"in"order"to"improve"the"
life"of"people"and"communities

2. SIGNIFICANT 
GEOGRAPHICAL 
DIVERSIFICATION

A"long3term"set"large"
construction"orders’"portfolio

3. HIGH LEVEL OF 
COMPETITIVITY

A"strong"and"pragmatic"
focus"on"new"market"

opportunities

4. A HISTORY OF 
STRONG AND 

CONSISTENT GROWTH

A"consolidated"ability"to"catch"
the"best3in3class"opportunities

5. SOLID 
FINANCIAL 
STRUCTURE

Preserving"the"group"
companies’"ability"to"stay"

solvent

Company Presentation | Strengths

Through a focus on medium0sized projects and a constant attention
to new opportunities, the Group pursues an organic growth policy
developing a large and well diversified construction orders’
portfolio supported by a strong financial rigor.

6. INTEGRATED 
OPERATIONS

Integrated"management"of"the"
construction"process,"from"deal"
origination"to"product"handover
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Certifications

SOA Certification

The S.O.A. Certification is a
Qualification certificate to participate to
public tenders for the execution of public
works contracts.
Gruppo Dedalo is equipped with the SOA
Certification for the following General
Works categories:

Quality Management System 
Certificate UNI EN ISO 

9001:2008
The ISO 9001 standard defines the
requirements of a management system for
the quality of an organization.
The expressed requirements are of general
character and can be implemented by any
kind of organization.

Gruppo Dedalo SGI is an integrated construction group structured
on a business organization model tending to excellence, efficiency
and effectivenes of its composing systems. Aware that the final
quality of a construction product depends from the work, people
and materials joint organization capacity, the executive
management recognizes its heavy responsibility to hand the client
over solid and longIlasting constructions. In the light of this, the
group companies have endowed themselves with sector
certifications proving their technical, financial and product abilities.

Quality ManagementKSystemsK
Certification
UNIEENEISOE9001:2008
Certified sectors:E28I «Construction»

S.O.A.KQuadrifoglioKS.p.A.E
SOAENumber 02162250605

OG1 «Civil andKIndustrialKBuildings»EI IVI
bis (upEtoE3.500.000Keuros)

OG3 «Roads,KHighways,KBridges,K
Viaducts,KTramways,KSubways,K
Funiculars,KAirport Runways andKrelativeK
complementary works»EI IIK(upEtoE516.000K
euros)

OG6 «Acqueducts,KGasKPipelines,KOil
Pipelines,KIrrigation andKEvacuation
Works»EI II (finoEaE516.000Keuros)
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PHASE&1
Opportunities,&tenants&
and&investor&research&

(Origination)

PHASE&2
Opportunity&definition

(due+diligence+activity,&feasibility&study,&
business+plan)

PHASE&3
Acquisition/Development/Valorisation
•Start3up
•Construction
•Facility+Management

PHASE&4
Portfolio&Strategy

(Property+Management)

PHASE&5
Sales&and&marketing&

(Advisory)&
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Business Model

Gruppo Dedalo SGI operates through an integrated real estate
cycle strategy that sees it as protagonist of value creation across
the entire construction process, from origination through the
investiment and disposal phases of the completed building.

During the last decade, we have been assisting to deep transformations of the
construction industry and real estate market. Consequently, these changes have
been reflected in the group’s organizational level and models, if not in the social
dynamics and value?sensitivities at the base of the clients choices and behaviors.

In the light of this, the executive management has given birth to an operator
with industrial characteristics, adding in itself and managing all the lifecycle phases
and the professional figures?roles of the construction industry.

It derives the foundation of a new and modern market with hybrid products and
professional roles, marked by the shift from the traditional physicalLpatrimonial
perception of the real estate asset to the innovative economicLprofitability one.

CHART&1&|&The&Group’s Business&Mode
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DISPOSAL

BUILDING,&,
INFRASTRUCTURE
MANAGEMENT
Property Management

Facility Management

CONSTRUCTION

INVESTMENT

Opportunity analysis

Feasibility Study

Business8Plan

DESIGN
Preliminary

Conceptual

1

2

3

4

5

The new real estate cycle founded on the phases of investment, management
and disposal of the constructed building product

Marketing

DetailedConstruction

Project8Management

Testing

Highest@And@Best@Use8Analysis

Equity and8Debt Funding

In the orientation inside this modern synoptic panel, Gruppo Dedalo SGI is a
company that:

CHART,2,|,The,«industrial»,realEestate,cycle

•On8the8basis of8persepctives and8opportunities,8
researches the8projects

RESEARCH

•Finances the8development of8these initiatives through a8
mix8of8debt and8equity

FINANCING

•Secures the8areas and8buildingsACQUISITION

•On8the8basis of8the8operative8and8financial structures,8
realizes the8projects

REALIZATION

•Arranges with8operative8and8financial partners the8
construction

CONSTRUCTION

•Offers for8sale8the8building@product realizedMARKETING

•Keeps the8ownership of8the8portoflio of8assets realized for8
income ends

INVESTMENT

•Manges the8portfolio8according to8modern managerial
conceptions

MANAGEMENT

SCHEME,1,|,The,Group,industrial,process
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Structured on 2 main business lines, of which the former is served
by 3 businessS unit oriented toward an industrial framework
(construction, development and valorisation) and the latter toward
a service framework (property management, facility management
and agency), the group leverages on its competences and
knowledge to create value and welfare for the societies and
contexts it intervenes in.

CONSTRUCTION DEVELOPMENT

PROPERTY 
MANAGEMENT

FACILITY 
MANAGEMENT ADVISORY

«INDUSTRIAL» Business Line
Line consisting in the supply of works performance

«SERVICE» Business Line
Line consisting in the supply of services performance

VALORISATION

SCHEMEC2C|CTheCGroupCBusinessCStructure

Ex#novo construction or
abatement#and#reconstruction
of buildings and infrastructures

Urbanization of a lot through
a construction intervention

Renovation of existing
buildings through a work of
refunctionalization of the
asset

Active management of the
real estate portfolio,
constitued by stand&alone
buildings and property
clusters

Supplementary services
performance to buildings,
organizations and people

Strategic consulting and
agency services to real estate
investors and operators
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Operative Model

To the deep transformation of the construction industry and the
incumbents’ organizational levels and models, Gruppo Dedalo SGI has
reacted by reorganizing itself as a real estate company with
characteristics of industrial nature, adding up and managing internally
all the phases of the real estate cycle.
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FUNDING'ENTITY'(Financial(Leverage)

CLIENT'/'INVESTOR

ADVISOR'– ASSET'MANAGEMENT

MANAGEMENT'ROLES
(in(the(development

phase)

EXECUTIVES'ROLES
(Construction(Yard)

ADMINISTRATIVE'

ROLES
(during the(disposal

phase lifecycle)

DEVELOPER
• Project Management

• Construction Management
• Procurement Management
• Main Contractor
• SubAContractors

CONTRACTOR
• Engineering / Design

• Builder
• Plant/Machines Manufacturer/Equipment
• Fixer

FACILITY'MANAGER
Service Management

• Service to buildings, organizations and people
• Maintenance
• Various Services

PROPERTY'MANAGER
Profitability Management:

• Property Administration
• Professional Services
• Valorisation Services

PR
O
FI
TA
B
IL
IT
Y

The Group rides the market fundamental financialization process that has
accentuated the necessity to adapt to a new operative model, translating
from the «traditional» patrimonial property perception to an «innovative»
economic perception of buildings and infrastructures. In this new real

estate approach, the process fundamental phases are that of investment
(Investment Management) and Management (Property and Facility
Management).

SCHEME'3'|'The'Group’s operative'model
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Project Delivery Method

A construction order represents a construction project of a
constructed product (building or infrastructure) delimited by 4 key
factors: goals, timing, budget and resources.

Company Presentation | Project Delivery Method
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GOAL TIMING BUDGET RESOURCES

ORDER

PROJECT

• Profit
• Public,Utility

• Investment
constraints

• Start,date
• End,date

• Financial,
resources

• Materials
• Machinery
• Workforce

The construction sector is a resource'driven industry and marked by an high
level of competitivity. In the light of this, for Gruppo Dedalo SGI the
achievement, with success, of the project’s objective is calibrated on the must
to respect budget, recources and time constraints, paying attention to the
client’s satisfaction as a priority.

WORKFORCE BUDGET

MACHINERIES MATERIALS

Within
quality
goals

Within time
goals

Within resources
goals

Client/Commissioner
s’ referrals

No work 
accident

Enviornmental
goals

Reputational
improvement

Within budget 
goals

CHART 3 | The
project delivery
strategy

SCHEMEC4C|COur ProjectCDeliveryC
MethodCApproach

Good relationships
with the client

Entrusting of 
additional projects Success
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The Project Development Cycle is structured on 3 layers of
activity, prodromal the one each other, jointly representing the
project’s value chain.

Design Phase Development Phase Construction Phase

NEEDS

PRELIMINARY 
DESIGN

APPROVALCONCEPTU
AL DESIGN

DETAILED 
DESIGN

SPECIAL 
TENDER 

SPECIFICATI
ONS

BUILDING 
TITLES 

RELEASE

CONSTRUCT
ION 

LICENCES

INVITATION 
TO TENDER

BIDDER 
SELECTION

CONSTRUCTI
ON 

STARTING

CONSTRUCTI
ON PERIOD

TESTING

HANDOVER

CHART@4@|@The@Project@Development@Cycle at Gruppo@Dedalo@SGI

Gruppo Dedalo SGI is a real estate operator specialised in Fully Integrated
Project Delivery, being equipped with the technical, economic and logistics
capabilities to assist the client across the entire construction’s industrial
process.

PL
A

N
N

IN
G Key

Stakeholders
Urban Planners
Bankers
Economits
Politician

PR
EL

IM
IN

A
RY

 D
ES

IG
N Key

Stakeholders
Architects
Politicians
Costs
Program

C
O

N
C

EP
TU

A
L 

D
ES

IG
N

D
ET

A
IL

ED
 D

ES
IG

N Key
Stakeholders
Engineers
(mechanical, 
electric, 
geotechnical, 
structural, 
environmental)
Construction 
Professionals
Materials

TE
N

D
ER

Key
Stakeholders
Contractor
Subcontractors
Materials
Equipments
Procurement
Contract
Lawyers
Engineers C

O
N

ST
RU

C
TI

O
N Key

Stakeholders
Contractors
Subcontractors
Construction 
materials
Equipments
Machineries
Safety Engineers
Architects

TE
ST

IN
G

S Key
Stakeholders
Operations 
Engineers
Testing
Managers
Testing
Company

D
EL

IV
ER

Y/
H

A
N

D
O

V
ER

Key
Stakeholders
Planners
Bankers
Economists
Politicians

CHART@5@|@The@Fully Integrated Project@Delivery@Method

FULLY INTEGRATED PROJECT DELIVERY METHOD

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT PROJECT MANAGEMENT
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Lean Construction Method

The construction industry falls within the economy’s sectors
experiencing the lowest rates of work productivity and intensity of
the research and development activity. The motivations are born out
of the atavic critical issues that jeopardise the good outcome of a
project, originating from the inefficient use of resources that
undermines the relationships between project owner and contractor,
and causing, as end result, the project’s stagnation.
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In the light of this intermittence picture, it is necessary an intervention of
revaluation of the construction activity, starting from an assessment of the
passion toward this job, considers a different approach for space planning
and confers more sensitivity to the project’s logistics aspects.
Through an analysis of the innovations in the industry, the Group’s Planning,
Design&Project Management Division has sanctioned the adoption of the
«Lean» Project Delivery Method.

Inspired to the corporate principles of Total Quality Management and
Toyota Production System, this new manufacturing organizational model
seeks to utilize the scarse available resources in the most productive
way possible with the goal to increase the operator’s productivity.

PLAN

EXECUTE

ADJUST

CONTROL

PROJECT DELIVERY METHOD

Le
ve

l o
f C

lie
nt

’s
In

te
gr

at
io

n 
in

 th
e 

Pr
oj

ec
t

Level of Collaboration Design + Construction HighLow

High

C

P

C

P A

O

DESIGN-BUILD GUARANTEED MAXIMUM PRICE

C

P A

P

C

P A

O

A

C

P

A

O

C

BIM
AP

A

LEGENDA

O

C client

A contractor

P designer

operator

BIM
building 
information 
model

P

C

BIM

P O

INTEGRATED 
PROJECT 
DELIVERY 
METHOD

«LEAN» PROJECT DELIVERY METHOD

CONSTRUCTION 
MANAGER «AT RISK»

CONSTRUCTION 
MANAGER «AS AGENT»

TURNKEY
INTEGRATED DESIGN

1.

2.3.

4. The «lean» construction theory, 
pivoted on the mantra of 
impeccable coordination between
operators and resources, 
interprets the projects as
production systems and the 
operators/stakeholders as a 
collective enterprise, with the 
objective to chase a win-win
situation satisfying Project Owner, 
Contractor, Designer and 
Operator.

The «lean» construction
method’s philosophy

Constant pursuit
of perfection
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The «lean» project delivery method is the best tool for risk acceptance and
management of a construction order, acting as a contractor’s performance
guarantee and risk minimizer for delivery’s delays due to improper works.

Focus on the system Reliability increase

Foreseeing
contingencies Push for innovation

1.

Guaranteeing
continuity and 

optimizing the process

Taking decisions
with awareness

Jointly define
product and process Defining standards

for improvement

During the design 
phase, taking into

consideration all the 
lifecycle stages

Alining all
stakeholders’ 

interests

At Gruppo Dedalo SGI, the «lean»
project delivery’s key characteristics
result to be:

The Production System’s Flow

Defining «value» 
from the client’s

perspective

Comprehending
the client’s intrisic

needs

Organizing the 
work as flow of 

value

Producing
incremental value

Letting the 
production system

flow

Integrated
disciplines

Managing the 
project at the 
client’s rythm

Keeping reliable
promises

Pursuing
perfection

Flow Units

MATERIALS PEOPLE IDEAS

2.

3.

4.

5.
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The Group’s organizational
metodology for lean construction is
pivoted on an harmonic balance
between resources efficiency and
production flow efficiency, with the
strategic goal to create the perfect
layout for a project delivery on time
and on budget.

EFFICIENCY PERFECTION

INEFFICIENCY

• Silos
• Maximization of 

resources use

• No efficient
resources use

• Low value for the 
client

• Inevitable
incremental
improvement

• Constant pursuit
of perfection

COMPLETENESS

• Focus on client
• Excess capacity
• Top-down 

approach

Re
so

ur
ce

 e
ffi

ci
en

cy

Flow efficiency
HighLow

High

Gruppo Dedalo SGI operates
in this quadrant, aiming for an
efficient resources use and an
absolute completeness of the
production flow, achieving the
perfection in construction.
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Work Categories

Gruppo Dedalo SGI is a prominent representative in the civil
engineering and construction industry, specialized in the
execution of construction, valorisation and maintenance
activities on «punctual» infrastructure, completed of the
necessary fixtures and systems, necessary for carrying out
every form of human activity, and «network» infrastructure,
indispensable for trasportation by road, iron and air of
whichever person, material or fluid.
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Civil, Commercial and Industrial Buildings

CIVIL 
BUILDINGS

ROADS AND 
HIGHWAYS

ACQUEDUCTS AND 
PIPELINES

Construction, maintenance or valorisation of «punctual»
building interventions needed to carry out whichever human
activity, completed of the necessary structures,
electromechanical, hydraulic, telephone ed heating systems.
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Roads, highways, bridges, viaducts, railways, tramways, subways, 
funicolars, airport runaways and complementary relative works

Construction, valorisation or maintenance of «network»
infrastructure necessary to allow mobility by «road», «rail» and
«air», complete of every annexed, complementary or accessory
work.

Company Presentation | Work Categories CIVIL 
BUILDINGS

ROADS AND 
HIGHWAYS

ACQUEDUCTS AND 
PIPELINES
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Acqueducts, gas pipelines, oil pipelines, irrigation and 
evacuation works

Construction, valorisation and maintenance of «network»
infrastructure that are necessary to carry out the «integrated water
service» for transporting to the point of use aeriform or liquid
fluids, complete of every connected work and electromechanical,
system.

Company Presentation | Work Categories CIVIL 
BUILDINGS

ROADS AND 
HIGHWAYS

ACQUEDUCTS AND 
PIPELINES
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Sustainability

The selection between the project delivery method, contractual
solution and risk8reward allocation between project owner and
contractor constitues the keystone for success in the industry.
In a market context contaminated by financialization effects on
the sector and sensitivity toward the human activity’s impact,
the preference for sustainable development initiatives tops the
priorities of all builders’ agenda.

Company Presentation | Sustainability
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The risk valuation and management for the involved parties in a project are two
critical factors for the good outcome of the initiative.The project owner, on the
one hand, must ascertain an economic resoning from the initiative (i.e. quality
versus price)= the contractor, on the other, must demonstrate that the project’s
economic allocations have been wisely spent, proving accountability for its role
and committment in the project owner’s regards.

Project delivery method

Bid + Construction

Design + Build

Public Private Partnership

Risk allocation

More risk to the owner

More equilibrium between project
owner and contractor

More risk to the concessionaire

Works’ execution modality Risk allocation among shareholders

In the light of a strong incidence of the average intervention costs and of the
repercussions on the surrounding context, an emerging evaluation factor in the
organization of construction projects is represented by sustainability, intended
as point of equilibrium between the human developed index (measured in
percentual terms of life quality) and the ecological footprint (measured in
terms of resources consuption deriving from the ratio between walkable
surfaces and people).

«Consumption of 
Resources» =

(Global Hectares/Number
of People)

«Life Quality» =
(0     1)

Human Development Index

Ecological
Footprint

The chart demonstrates
that to the improvement of 
life quality, witnessed by 
the human development
rate, it is associated a 
proportional increase of 
the ecological footprint, 
verifiable in the soil
consumption.
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Sustainability is the process of change in whom resources usage,
investment plans, orientation toward technological development and
institutional modifications are in harmony each other and valorize the
current and future potential to cope with the humanity needs.
The cardinal principle of sustainability for construction industry consists in a
sustainable development, namely an interconnected process between
environment, social sphere, economics, politics, culture and technology
doomed to satisfy the current humanity needs without compromising the ability
to satisfy the future’s ones.

SAFEY

ENVIRONMENT

DIVERSITY & 
INCLUSION

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

QUALITY OF BUILDINGS AND 
INFRASTRUCTURES

ETHICAL 
PRACTICES

ECONOMY

SUSTAINABILITY

ETHICS;AND;ETHICAL;PRACTICES
• Internal training on ethical practices
• Promotion of ethics as a value for the organization
• Acting in transparency

ENVIRONMENT
• Development on already urbanized areas
• Procurement of local and highly recyclable materials
• Efficient use of water and energy

DIVERSITY;AND;INCLUSION
• Acknowledgement of diversity and differencies
• Appreciation of a plurality of needs
• Encouragement of collaborative discussions

COMMUNITY;INVOLVEMENT
• Stakeholders involvement
• Public opinion acceptance
• Promotion of partnerships and quality work

BUILDING;PRODUCT;QUALITY
• LongEterm durability of buildings and infrastructures
• Performance capacity of our building products
• Compliance with prescriptions and absence of defects

PROJECT;ECONOMY
• Management of the funding sources
• Capex and maintenance management
• Positive externalities resulting by job creation

SAFETY
• Workers safety from acute and chronic accidents
• Public safety from hazardous operations
• Safety equipment and user manuals
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Health and Security

Constructions represent an industrial sector that as other
manufacturing businesses require an active phisical
involvement of the workforce. The industrial characteristics of
the activity expose the specialized workforce to the execution
of works requiring a great physical coordination and contact
with chemical materials, machineries and industrial equipment
which may generate inauspicious impact on the human
apparatus.
Because of this, absolute priority of a virtuous enterprise
consists in the safety and risk prevetion for workforce on the
construction yards.
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Gruppo Dedalo SGI has adopted a systematic approach for project’s safey
management, dichotomizing the two most%likely%to%be%injured categories by
risks and externalities involved in the construction process, namely workers
and public, orientating for both users specifc guidelines of safety
preservation.

Safety Risks Risk Measures

• Construction=workers
x Acute?injuries
x Chronic injuries

• Public=and=end=users
x Execution of?particular works
x Absence of?security?on?
construction yards

• Construction=workers
! Protective personal?equipment
! Risk analysis
! Daily reports

• Public=and=end=users
! Operative?manuals
! Inspections
! Checks
! Emergency?measures plan

In line with the industry’s international best practice, the group companies have
adopted the best work measures, coniugating all the elements of a correct
safety program with the behaviours and personal attitudes of personnel
and construction workers. The result of this choice consists in the achivement
of an injuryAfree work environment and a happier, healthier and safer
workforce.

TIME

ELEMENTS OF A 
SECURITY 

PROGRAM

BEHAVIOUR AND 
PERSONAL 
ATTITUDES

INJURY-FREE 
WORK 

ENVIRONMENT

LEADERSHIP
INJURIES

HAPPIER, HEALTHIER AND 
SAFER WORKFORCE

measures result

ENGINEERING 
CONTROLS

SYSTEMS 
AND 

PROCESSES

TRAINING AND 
PREPARATION

CULTURAL 
CHANGE

«I wouldn’t do it
unless I have to»

«It would
be better
doing it»

Motivate
d by 

own self

Motivated
by the 
team
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In a market context pained by a profit margins decrease and characterized
by a highly fragmented and artisan5based competition geography, opposed to
the consolidation tendency by the major players, influenced by an
exponential decrease of the national market opportunities, the workforce’s
health and safety management may no longer represent a priority for the
incumbents.

Today practice Our choice

• The result of a project managed
with this approach result to be:

Something is missingB

Regulators are scaredB

Workers cannot describe what
«safety» isB

Training is seen as a constraintB

«It’s not my job»B

Discipline is inconsistent and
imposed by managementB

Workers are unaware of the group
performanceB

Workers believe that injuries are
part of their jobB

Workers know that they will never
make the difference.

• The result of a porject managed
with a proactive and dynamic
approach result to be:

«You see it,Jyou realize it andJcanJ
define it»B

Regulators areJwelcomeB

Workers know what «safety»JisB

TrainingJis seen as anJopportunityB

Workers manage their workJ
environmentB

Dicipline is appreciated andJ
encourage byJcolleaguesB

Workers areJaware ofJtheJgroup
performanceB

NoJone is safe enoughB

Workers know they canJmake theJ
difference

«MANAGEMENT BY RULE» «LEADERSHIP BY VISION»
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The desirable objective pursued by the Group consists in achieving the
reasonable equilibrium between the workers’ health and safety management
measures and the promotion of a corporate culture overcoming the barriers to
learning and change by placing, inside and outside the construction yards, an
aware, informed and prepared workforce able to face the risk.

Point of equilibrium

Fatality
Guiding measures
Dealying measures

«lost@intime»Binjuries
Compliance audits
Test

«first@aid»Bcases

Collaboration
Care
Relationship
Trust
Family
Concern

Cooperation
Teamwork
Beliefs

m
ea

su
re

s
cu

ltu
re

boarder

Barriers to change

1.6Not
recognizing what
we see

2.6Not saying
what we think

4.6Not seeing
what we do

3.6Not doing what
we say

THINK

DO

SE
E SA

Y

Security performance model

In order to improve health and
security on the work environment,
eliminating injuries and reducing risks,
Gruppo Dedalo SGI has established
a Workers’ management system.
Inspired to the standard ISO 45001
«Occupational health and safety
management systems», specifying
the requirements for the system and
providing information for its
application, our Safety Performance
Model allows the organization to
provide safe and healthy jobs,
preventing injuries and health
problems, and improving the
personnel, workers and stakeholder’s
welfare in a proactive manner.

Continous improvement lifecycle

PLANNING

ACTION

CONTROL

EXECUTION
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The current paradigm for the safety performance

PRODUCTION
FACTORS

ORGANIZATIONAL
FACTORS

HUMAN
FACTORS

conditions

systems

people and culture

80% of efforts

80% of causes

Paradigm of change measurement
Delaying indicators

• Number of$injuries
• Injuries’$rate

Leadership indicators

• Visible leadership and
involvement

• Quality planning before
execution

• Training / Sensitization of subA
contractors

• Innovation / Constant
improvement

Safety, Quality and Environment Management System

MANAGEMENT

Environment,$
Health and$
Safety

PROJECT3
SCOPE

Risk selector PROJECT3
SYSTEM

Project$
specifications
Work$safety
plan

SUB8SYSTEM3
ACTIVITY

Activity$
scope

DAILY3SYSTEM

Daily injuries
analysis

RISK$AND$
ANALYSIS$
FUNCTION

PREDICTIVE$
SOLUTION

AUDIT$
FUNCTION

STORAGE

• programs
• control
• rules
• policies

RISK$
SELECTOR

ENVIRONMENTAL3RISK

HEALTH3RISK

SAFETY3RISK

PLAN ACT CONTROL EXECUTE
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Environment

The Civil Engineering & Construction (E&C) industry serves

the totality of the industries in an economy, being the majority

of a country’s economic value creation generated inside or

through a building or infrastructure. In the light of this,

contributing this industry to almost the 6% of global GDP, it

consequently results to be the biggest consumer of raw

materials, letting the constructed assets count for almost 25H
40% of the world’s Carbon Dioxide emissions.
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In a picture where 30% of global greenhouse gases are
attributable to buildings and where the population of urban
areas increases at the rythm of 200,000 people per day, it
results mandatory a rethinking of the construction business
through the respect for environment and impacts on it.

Megatrends

Resource scarcity

N.1 Consumer of 
global raw materials

Sustainability
requirements

50% of solid waste
worldwide is produced
by construction industry

Climate and energy
changes

30% of greenhouse
gases emission is
attributable to buildings

Resilience challenges

3X times more climate
disasters have been
registered compared to
1980s

«Environmentally» Respectful
Construction Techniques

Incrementally, sustainability has become a
requirement more than an additional feature, and
its pursuit is doomed to influence either the
construction process and the constructed asset
in itself.

Consequentially, to the rise of these priorities,
Gruppo Dedalo SGI has institued the promotion of
environmentally sustainable design and
construction techniques for buildings and
infrastructures:

Creating virtuous initiatives
of>«circular economy»>for>
reuse of>waste materials

Diverting waste
before the>landfill

Mitigation of>
potential pollution

pathways

More>efficient processes
for>carrying out>of>
construction and>
maintenace activity

Responsible
consumption of>
water>and>energy

More>efficient use>of>raw
materials and>recycle of>

waste materials
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Alla over the world, the high consumption volume by the
construction industry, while involving the loss of materials and
precious resources, represents a great opportunity for
operators to create a resources’ reuse chain in the circular
economy.
The value deriving from the improvement in construction
techniques and materials’ quality, translates into a contribution
to the improvement of indoor environment and increase in
sustainability of the development process and its cost
reduction, with consequential benefits for families,
governments and surrounding environment.

Dedalo for enviornment

Gruppo Dedalo SGI has institued a brand,
named «Dedalo for Environment» for the
valuation and rating of quality and
environmental sustainability of its
constructed buildings and infrastructures.

The brand is pivoted on an analyses
system contemplating the virtuosity on an
action process structured according to a
format jointly defined by the design team,
procurement division and top
management.

Project positioning

Specification of materials
used and recyclability

degree

Water and energy use 
efficiency

Institution of controls to 
preserve natural resources

Waste differentiation in 
landfills

«Environmental» Rating 
Methodology of our building and 

infrastructures

How to measure sustainability

Strategic 
indicators

Corporate 
Measurements

Building 
rating 
system

Project 
Rating

Guarantee
for preserving
sustainability

Sustainability
Level

dedalo 
for 

environment
Value builders
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The activities of construction and urbanization have a direct
and indirect impact. As a result, a wide number of «green»
rating systems have been developed by independent
authorities to assist companies to mitigate these impacts
through the encouragement, measurement and
acknowledgement of a sustainable performance.

Goals
•Respect for 
environment

•Resources use
•Soil consumption

reduction

Lifecycle
•Design
•Construction
•Handover

Measurement
•Conformity
•Performance

«Green» Rating System

«Green» Rating Benefits

Definition of «green» aspirations

Clear goals

Environmental performance assessment

Demonstration of «green» aspirations

Constant improvement can be proved

Encouragement of a «green» culture

Positive marketing generation

Rating Systems in Construction

Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)

The energy efficiency and ecological
footprint rating system «LEED», developed
by the U.S. Green Building Council,
provides a set of measurement standards
to evaluate the environmental sustainable
constructions.

Greenroads

The Greenroads rating system is an easy
method to measure and manage
sustainability for transportation projects.
• Established by the University of

Washington’s School of Engineering
• Applied to planning, design and

construction of transport infrastructures

Infrastructure Voluntary Evaluation Sustainability Tool
(INVEST)

INVEST represents a collection of best
practices, institued by the Federal
Highway Administration, a body part of
U.S. Department of Transportation,
finalized to identify, acknowledge and
promote the best efforts toward
sustainability in development programs
and projects of transportation networks.

Envision Sustainable Rating System

Envision is a rating system to help
construction companies improving the
infrastructure projects.
Launched in 2012 by the Institute for
Sustainable Infrastructure, it measures the
sustainability of an infrastructure projects
from the design phase, up to construction
and maintenance.

Company Presentation | Environment
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Construction

The CONSTRUCTION business unit refers to the tuning of works
for «new» construction interventions, namely those of urban and
building transformation on undeveloped land and deed to satisfy
any human need.

At#GruppoDDedaloDSGIDfor#construction works we intend the#workDperformanceD
of:

• Construction#of#above ground and#underground#building#manufacts,#as well as
the#enlargement of#existing ones<

• Primary and#secondary urbanization interventions<

• Realization of#infrastructures and#plant systems,#also for#public#services,#that
involve#the#permanent transformation of#the#undeveloped soil<

• Installation#of#lean manufacts,#also prefabricated,#and#structures of#any kind
which are#utilized to#carry out#whichever human#activity<

CONSTRUCTION DEVELOPMENT VALORISATIONCompany Presentation | Construction
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CONSTRUCTION DEVELOPMENT VALORISATION
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Construction works segmentation
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0% 20% 40% 60%

Acqueducts

Gas pipeline

Oil pipeline

Irrigation works

Evacuat ion works

Acqueducts, Gas Pipelines, Oil 
Pipelines, Complementary works

The Construction business unit represents the Group’s main source of
business. The expertise has been consolidated in the general works segment,
with orientation toward the construction of civil buildings, roads, highways,
acqueducts and viaducts.

18 months

Average 
completion time 
of a construction 

order

1 month

Average time to 
be awarded an 

order by a private 
client

3 months

Average time to be 
awarded an order 
by a public entity

30%

Construction works 
realized outside 
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Development

The DEVELOPMENT business unit refers to the tuning of works
for «new» construction interventions, namely those of building
and urban realization on the land not yet developed and deed to
satisfy any kind of human exigency.

At#GruppoGDedaloGSGIGfor#development works we intend the#workG
performanceGof:

• Realization of##single6scheme or#multi6scheme buildings and#real estate#
complexes=

• Primary and#secondary urbanization interventions afferent the#development in#
object=

• Integrated planning#and#design#of#the#urban context the#project is placed into,#
juxstaposing the#technical6architectural6plating characteristics with#essential
economic6demographic6financial considerations=

• Setting6up#of#the#urbanization of#a#land consistency or#building#to#be#abated
and#reconstructed according to#environmental,#economic and#operative#
efficiency standards.

CONSTRUCTION DEVELOPMENT VALORISATIONCompany Presentation | Development
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35%
65%

Development projects’ segmentation

Greenfield Brownfield

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Value-Added

Opportunistic

Financial structure by investment 
style

Equity Debt Mezzanine

0 3000 6000 9000

Tradit ional resident ial

Alternative residential

Retail

Industrial

Hospitality

Healthcare

Property products development and 
their surface (sqm)

0%

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

Capital Gain Income Generat ion

Development strategy

Average return Strategy

The real estate Development business unit represents the Group’s second
most important revenue generating source. Our competences have been
developed in the spectrum of greenfield and brownfield projects, in individual
and third=party initiatives, in traditional and alternative residential schemes.

4 months

Averge completion 
time of an asset 

acquisition

18 months

Average 
completion time 

for a new 
development

1.500€/SQM

Average 
construction cost 

per SQM

12%

Average return in 
development 

initiatives
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Valorisation

The$VALORISATION$business$unit refers to$the$tuning of$work$performances$for$
«existing»$construction interventions,$namely those of$building$and$urban
transformation on$the$already developed land and$deed to$satisfy the$current
human$exigency or$a$different one.

At#Gruppo$Dedalo$SGI$for#valorisation works we intend the#work$performance$
for:

• Transformation of#above ground and#below ground building#manufacts,#as well

as the#exntension of#the#existing ones<

• Intervention of#ordinary and#extraordinary maintenance<

• Integration#of#technological>architectural knowledges with#economic,#property

and#management#knowledges,#finalized to#a#nature#based economic goal#

according to#the#«Highest»#and#«Best»#Use#of#a#real estate#asset<

• Integrated design#approach and#business#planning#technique oriented to#the#

highest building#use#for#the#purpose of#value and#profitability increase of#the#

same.

CONSTRUCTION DEVELOPMENT VALORISATIONCompany Presentation | Valorisation
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70%
30%

Valorisations’ project segmentation

Brownfield Redevelopment

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

"To be reposit ioned"
buildings

"Disused" buildings

"Distressed" buildings

Target assets for investment

Core-Plus Value Added Opportunistic

0 3000 6000 9000

Ordinary residential

Alternative residential

Hospitality

Valorised Property Products and 
Surfaces (sqm)

0%

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

9%

10%

11%

12%

13%

Capital Gain Income Generat ion

Deals’ returns

Average return Investment goal

The real estate Valorisation business unit represents the third most important
revenue stream for the Group’s «industrial» business line. The expertise has
been consolidated in the context of brownfield projects aiming to the
repositioning of distressed assets through a refunctionalization intervention
and a their tuning for «capital gain» or «income generation».

4 months

Average time for 
an asset 

acquisition

8 months

Avergae time to 
complete a 

valorisation project

10

Number of 
valorised 

distressed assets

6%

Average return in 
valorisation 

projects
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Property Management

The PROPERTY MANAGEMENT business unit refers to the
tuning of service performances for the technical=accounting=
administrative=maintenance management of stand&alone
buildings and property clusters, namely of individual assets or
property portfolios of our or third=party ownership.

At#GruppoCDedaloCSGICfor#property management services we intend the#
activity performanceCof:

• Tenants representation5
• Lease contracts management#(timetable management,#lease fee invoicing,#

lease fee update#calculation)5
• Management#of#security#deposits poured by#tenants5
• Lease contracts renegotiation and#activation of#cancellation procedures5
• Services#management#for#buildings’#common#areas5
• Management#of#reporting#keeping (monthly o#bimestral)#to#the#Asset

Management#structure that analytically organizes the#trend#of#profitability and#
costs of#every asset in#the#portfolio5

• Management#and#update#of#the#Condition Assessment Survey database.

PROPERTY 
MANAGEMENT

FACILITY 
MANAGEMENT ADVISORY

Company Presentation | Property Management
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50%
30%

15% 5%

Property Management activities

Aministrative management Accounting management

Technical management Organizational management

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Activity

Property Management day—by-day

Property administration
Maintenance
Professional and trust services
Heritage enhancement
Lease contracts renegot iat ion
Tenant representation
Management of regulatory adjustments

0%

15%

30%

45%

Traditional
residential

Retail Hospitality

Portfolio’s Buildings segmentation

0%

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

Capital Gain Income Generat ion

Return by investment style

Average return Investment goal

The Property Management business unit is suited to the «active»
management, on its own or third:party behalf, of the portfolio’s net assets.
Competences have been developing in the portfolios’ clusters structuring with
residential, retail and hospitality asset localized all over the country.

3

Assets in 
Portfolio

5

Directly managed 
assets

10

Number of tenants 
represented

65%

Capital allocation 
to residential 

buildings

PROPERTY 
MANAGEMENT

FACILITY 
MANAGEMENT ADVISORY
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Facility Management

The FACILITY MANAGEMENT business unit refers to the tuning
of services performance as support to the building or complex’s
performance characteristics, concentrated in activities focused
on the planting systems, tenants, work tools and spaces.

At Gruppo Dedalo SGI for facility management services we intend the activity
performance of:

• Development of works tools for the tenant company and its strategy planning9
• Coordination of the building’s renovation processes9
• Procurement management, suppliers’ management, management and control

of services and equipments lent9
• Supervision (programming and control) of all the maintenance activities,

renovation and reCengineering of all the buildings and portfolio assets’
systems.

PROPERTY 
MANAGEMENT

FACILITY 
MANAGEMENT ADVISORY

Company Presentation | Facility Management
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20%

65%

15%

Facility Management services’ 
segmentation

Services to "People" Services to "Buildings"

Services to "Organizations"

0% 50% 100%

Services to “People”

Environmental hygiene Courtesy

Pest control Vending Machines

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

Electrical systems

Mechanical systems

Special systems

Elevator systems

Civil maintenance

Green areas maintenance

Services to “Buildings”

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

Caretaking
Call Center
Post Office

Internal handling
Urban courier

Express courier
ICT Services

Fleet management
Space planning

Services to “Organizations”

The Facility Management business unit represents the fulcrum of the Group’s
«service» business line. The expertise has been developed in the optimal yield
of buildings in portfolio and property clusters under management through the
coordination of services to people, organizations and buildings.

3

Markets served

20

Number of 
services provided

11,000 mq

Survaces served by 
our Facility 

Management unit

70%

Client satisfaction 
rate

PROPERTY 
MANAGEMENT

FACILITY 
MANAGEMENT ADVISORY
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Advisory

The ADVISORY business unit refers to the tuning of advisory services for
the definition of the complex of strategies and goals regarding the
management of a building or property portfolio and finalized to the
optimization of its profitability, by incrementing its market value and
maximizing the return on invested capital.

At Gruppo Dedalo SGI for advisory services we intend the activity performance of:

• Property assets’ characteristics analysis and and database institution (Condition
Assessment Survey 0 CAS) finalized to the constitution of assets’ clusters
(homogeneous groups) in order to identify and compare the performances of every
asset (technical, costs and profitability) with the average of the cluster?

• Definition of a portfolio strategy articulated in terms of specification of every individual
asset (disposal, valorisation, lease target, acquisition, asset rotation)?

• Assets letting management?
• Management of all the necessary technicalCnormative fulfillments?
• Management of all the disposal activities (divestment) and new acquisition
(investment) of properties, realized on the basis of the fund’s strategic objectives?

• Execution of an adequate policy of research of new investment opportunities
(scouting) in relation the investment strategy (asset allocation)?

• Warranty of a timely base of knowledgesCinformations on the real estate market
trends (supply and demand)

PROPERTY 
MANAGEMENT

FACILITY 
MANAGEMENT ADVISORY

Company Presentation | Advisory
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Services provided

Property assets census
Due diligence for  acquisitions and disposas
Property appraisal for buildings and areas
Market analyses
Investment r isks and opportunities assessment
Investment strategies definition
Legal real estate advice
Procurement of properties with specific account
Buyers identification

0% 30% 60% 90%

Property Company

Institutional investors

Mutual funds

Real Estate Operators

Portfolio of investors

Core Core-Plus Value-Added Opportunistic

0% 20% 40%

Building plots

Student houses

Hotel & Resorts

Shopping Malls

Residential Buildings

Real estate products’ procurement

0
2
4
6
8
10
12

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Capital Gain Income Generat ion

Target returns

Average Return Investment Horizon

The Real Estate Advisory business represents the consulting operative unit
within the Group’s «service» business lines. Our competences have been
branching out in the context of real estate investment initiative during the
phases of acquisition of standBalone assets and property clusters for the
traditional and alternative residential, retail and hospitality sectors.

60

Properties 
commercialised 

yearly

3

Sectors served

4

Investment 
strategies advised

€ 10M

Average deal 
ticket

PROPERTY 
MANAGEMENT

FACILITY 
MANAGEMENT ADVISORY
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CONSTRUCTIONS

At Gruppo Dedalo Constructions represent the complex
of technicalities and knowledges finalized to the design
and realization of a building or infrastructure.

Presentazione Societaria | Construction
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residential

commercial

industrial

hospitality

office

healthcare

religion

education

DIVISIONS DEPARTMENTS

CONSTRUCTION

VALORISATION

DEVELOPMENT
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Track Record

Housing units 
realized

200+

49
Detailed 
projects

Building valorised

38+

Residential building 
overseas

8

Shopping Malls 
realized

5

Interventions on 
industrial buildings

6
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Local Healthcare Company

LOCATION

CLIENT

SURFACE

DIVISION

DEPARTMENT

PERFORMANCE Preliminary, conceptual and detailed design, project 
management and static testing of the building

Construction

Healthcare

Castellammare di Stabia (NA)

ASL NA5

PROJECT VALUE

8,305 sqm

€ 20,000,000

1996

Company Presentation | Construction
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Carabinieri Barracks

LOCATION

CLIENT

SURFACE

DIVISION

DEPARTMENT

PERFORMANCE Preliminary, conceptual and detailed design, project 
management and testing of the building

Construction

Castellammare di Stabia (NA)

Ministry of the Interior

PROJECT VALUE

5,022 sqm

€ 15,000,000

1997

Office

Company Presentation | Construction
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State Police Barracks

DIVISION

DEPARTMENT

Preliminary, conceptual and detailed design, project 
management and static testing of the building

Construction

Office

Castellammare di Stabia (NA)

Ministry of the Interior

6,185 mq

€ 20,000,000

1997

Company Presentation | Construction

LOCATION
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SURFACE

PERFORMANCE

PROJECT VALUE
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Aluminium production Factory

LOCATION

CLIENT

SURFACE

DIVISION

DEPARTMENT

PERFORMANCE Project and Construction Management

Construction

Salerno (SA)

MCM Manufatti S.r.l.

PROJECT VALUE

6,182 sqm

€ 800,000

2012

Industrial

Company Presentation | Construction
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High-rise residential development scheme

LOCATION

CLIENT

SURFACE

DIVISION

DEPARTMENT

PERFORMANCE Project and Construction Management

Construction

Aix-en-Provènce, Southern Districk

Provence Habitat Immobilièr S.a.r.l.

PROJECTVALUE

7,687 sqm

€ 7,500,000

2015

Residential

Company Presentation | Construction
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Residential Condominium

LOCATION

CLIENT

SURFACE

DIVISION

DEPARTMENT

PERFORMANCE Project management and construction of the 
valorisation works

Valorisation

Marseille, Saint Giniez District (France) 

Foncière Opara Patrimoine S.A.

PROJECT VALUE

3,000 mq

€ 4,500,000

2014

Residential
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Two-storey residential building

LOCATION

CLIENT

SURFACE

DIVISION

DEPARTMENT

PERFORMANCE Project and Construction Management

Valorisation

Milan, Bande Nere Area 

Private

PROJECT VALUE

800 sqm

€ 540,000

2016

Residential

Company Presentation | Construction
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Hypermarket with Galleria

LOCATION

CLIENT

SURFACE

DIVISION

DEPARTMENT

PERFORMANCE Preliminary, conceptual and detailed design, project 
management and testing

Development

Castellammare di Stabia (NA)

Auchan S.p.A.

PROJECT VALUE

45,000 sqm

€ 25,000,000

1990

Retail

Company Presentation | Construction
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Mall with Food Hall

LOCATION

CLIENT

SURFACE

DIVISION

DEPARTMENT

PERFORMANCE Preliminary, conceptual and detailed design, project 
management and testing

Development

Mugnano (NA)

Auchan S.p.A.

PROJECT VALUE

78,334 sqm

€ 54,000,000

1991

Retail

Company Presentation | Construction
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Shopping Mall with Galleria

LOCATION

CLIENT

SURFACE

DIVISION

DEPARTMENT

PERFORMANCE Preliminary, conceptual and detailed design, project 
management and testing

Development

San Sperate (CA)

Emmezeta S.p.A.

PROJECT VALUE

52,200 sqm

€ 45,000,000

1995

Retail

Company Presentation | Construction
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Hypermarket with Shopping Mall

LOCATION

CLIENT

SURFACE

DIVISION

DEPARTMENT

PERFORMANCE Preliminary, conceptual and detailed design, project 
management and testing

Development

Quarto (NA)

Ipercoop S.p.A.

PROJECT VALUE

100,000 sqm

€ 35,000,000

2003

Retail

Company Presentation | Buildings
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Catholic Church Building

LOCATION

CLIENT

SURFACE

DIVISION

DEPARTMENT

PERFORMANCE Project and construction management

Valorisation

Lettere (NA)

Arcidiocesi di Castellammare di Stabia and Sorrento

PROJECT VALUE

1,100 sqm

€ 650,000

2012

Religion

Company Presentation | Construction
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Underground monplanar garage

LOCATION

CLIENT

SURFACE

DIVISION

DEPARTMENT

PERFORMANCE Preliminary, conceptual and detailed design, project and 
construction management, testing

Development

Lettere (NA)

Urbania S.r.l.

PROJECT VALUE

1,100 sqm

€ 1,200,000

2012

Parking

Company Presentation | Construction
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Food retailer’s storage warehouse

LOCATION

CLIENT

SURFACE

DIVISION

DEPARTMENT

PERFORMANCE Project and Construction management of the maintenance works

Valorisation

Castello di Cisterna (NA)

Dico S.p.A.

PROJECT VALUE

35,000 mq

€ 6,500,000

2012

Logistics
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Integrated logistics warehouse

LOCATION

CLIENT

SURFACE

DIVISION

DEPARTMENT

PERFORMANCE Project and construction management, testing

Valorisation

Montelupo Fiorentino (FI)

CFT S.p.A.

PROJECT VALUE

77,633 sqm

€ 4,500,000

2012

Logistics

Company Presentation | Construction
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Steel production plant

LOCATION

CLIENT

SURFACE

DIVISION

DEPARTMENT

PERFORMANCE Preliminary, conceptual and detailed design, project 
management and testing

Marcianise (CE)

Entalpia S.a.s.

PROJECT VALUE

51,000 sqm

€ 4,000,000

2018

Industrial

Valorisation

Company Presentation | Construction



INFRASTRUCTURES

At Gruppo Dedalo an Infrastructure constitues the set of
components that structure a social ecosystem according
to the necessities of individuals living in it. The group is
specialised in the construction of either «network»
infrastructures, namely transportantion and mobility
networks, and «punctual» ones, namely civil buildings of
public utility.

Company Presentation | Infrastructures
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DIVISIONS DEPARTMENTS

CONSTRUCTION

roads

highways

bridges

viaducts

tramways

subways

funicularsairport runaways

acqueducts

gas pipelines

irrigation works

oil pipelines

evacuation works

TRANSPORTATION WATER, OIL & 
GAS
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Track Record

Infrastructure 
interventions 

realized

20

10+
Connection 

roads realized

Square meters of 
intervention

45.000

Infrastructure 
interventions value

€ 2M

Underground 
garages realized

20+

Parking areas 
realized

5+

92
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PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

At Gruppo Dedalo, Management represents a service of
dynamic and active coordination of the properties under
custody, through a gamma of activities deed to valorise a
portoflio of real estate assets. According to the investment
strategy pursued, through the activities of property
management and advisory, we pursue the objective of the
portfolio profitability’s maximization.

Company Presentation | Property Management
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DIVISIONS DEPARTMENTS

PROPERTY 
MANAGEMENT

ADVISORY

residential

retail

industrial

hospitality

office

healthcare

education
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Track Record

Properties under 
management

3+

5+

Main tenants

Annual 
maintenance 

interventions on 
assets in portfolio

40

Building energy 
efficiency

50%

Investment regions
3+

Percentage of 
assets in portfolio 
disposed annually

30%

95
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Terraced residential villas

LOCATION

TENANT

SURFACE

DIVISION

DEPARTMENT

STRATEGY

Pair of 4 residential buildings of 2 floors above ground each 

Property Management

Mozzo (BG)

5,621 sqm

DESCRIPTION

Income Generation

2016

Residential

Private
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Multistorey Residential Building

LOCATION

TENANT

SURFACE

DIVISION

DEPARTMENT

STRATEGY

Residential condominium of 9 floors above 
ground with commercial units at ground level

Property Management

Bergamo (BG)

9,027 sqm

DESCRIPTION

Income Generation

2016

Residential&Retail

Individuals, families and commercial activities
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Boutique Hotel

LOCATION

TENANT

SURFACE

DIVISION

DEPARTMENT

STRATEGIA

Neoclassical style villa of 1789

Property Management

Meta di Sorrento (NA)

14,000 sqm

DESCRIPTION

Capital Gain

2017

Hospitality

Mirto Mediterraneo S.r.l.
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FACILITY MANAGEMENT

Facility Management services constitute the organizational
activities that control all the company’s non core activities
and deed to make possible the key processes by
coordinating the physical spaces with the human
resources and the company’s core business. The division
therefore integrates all the activities related to the
management of services to people, organizations and
buildings.
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DIVISIONS DEPARTMENTS

FACILITY 
MANAGEMENT

services to people

services to companies

services to buildings
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Track Record

Number of ordinary 
maintenance 
interventions

50+

50%
Percentages of 
maintenance 

activity in 
industrial 
buildings

Percentage of 
maintenance activities 

in public buildings

15%

Number of 
extraordinary 
maintenance 
interventions

15+

Maintenance in 
residential buildings

10%

Maintenance in 
religious buildings

25%

101
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Residential Condominium

LOCATION

PERFORMANCE

SURFACE

DIVISION

DEPARTMENT

COMPARTMENT

Execution of indoor and outdoor building regeneration 
interventions in a condominium of 6 floors above ground

Facility Management

Sorrento (NA)

2,072 sqm

SERVICES Civil maintenance (ordinary)

2019

Services1to1building

Residential
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Elementary School Building

LOCATION

SURFACE

COMPARTMENT

DIVISION

DEPARTMENT

SERVICES Civil Maintenance (ordinary)

Gragnano (NA)

5,651 sqm

PERFORMANCE

Education

Execution of maintenance activity to the hydraulic system and 
building’s indoor and outdoor components in a school building of 2 
floors above ground

2015Facility Management

Services1to1building
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Food Production Plant

LOCATION

SURFACE

COMPARTMENT

DIVISION

DEPARTMENT

SERVICE

Execution of maintenance interventions for the building, 
hydraulic and mechanical systems regeneration

Lettere (NA)

3,384 sqm

PERFORMANCE

Industrial

Civil Maintenance (extraordinary), Electrical and 
Mechanical Systems Maintenance

2017Facility Management

Services1to1building
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Quality people

Company Presentation | Human Capital

People, their competences and capabilities represent our activity’s
lifeblood.
Working at Gruppo Dedalo SGI means committing onself in an
international context, confronting with challenging problems and
different cultures, using your own competences to widen your skills
by partecipating to the realization of longBlasting works that have a
profonund impact on the social tissue they are contextualized in,
with whom we promote sustainable development for the current and
future generations.
The harmonic integration between the enterprising and determined
young people’s energy, and the technical competency and
experience of the excellences already present in our companies,
represents one of the levers with whom we want to strengthen our
growth at a National and European level, aiming to the human
capital’s quality, innovation skills and problem solving capabilities
to complex issues with time and budget wise solutions.
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The Organization

Gruppo Dedalo SGI is an integrated real
estare operator structured according to
the highest governance principles.

The group organization is set up on a dichotomy
between the Group Governance, constitued by the
Board of Directors, structured on a top$down
decision making process, voted to the maximization
of the shareholders’ value, and the Company
Governance, represented by junior and senior
management, structured on a bottom$up decision
making process, aiming to the value creation for the
client through the business units of the group’s
companies.

The organization establishes its roots on a
consolidated decision making process, finalized
to the undertaking of economic and investment
decisions, and consisting in the phases of
information collection, data analysis, decision
making and final product or service creation for the
client.

The organizational process flow originates from the
client’s exigencies and concludes with the delivery of
the building product or service commissioned.

The flow is articulated on four cardinal elements
supporting the group’s decision making process,
namely the management objectives, stakeholders
involvement, the impact of our investment
decisions and the risk involved.
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Executive Management

Bartolomeo Sorrentino
Chief Executive Officer
President of the Board of Directors
Member of the Investment Commitee

Bartolomeo Sorrentino is chief executive officer and
shareholder of Gruppo Dedalo SGI, in charge of the
entire Group and companies’ management.

He holds a degree in Architecture with design&project
management concentration from University of Naples
”Frederick II" and he is registered in the professional
register of Architects and Urban Planners of Naples and
Province since 1990s.

He has worked for more than 20 years as Head of
Planning&Design and Chief Technical Officer for
Adroma Impianti S.p.A., a general contracting company
active since the 90s in the development and construction
of retail properties (shopping malls, supermarkets,
hypermarkets and outlets) on account of the biggest
national players in the retail and wholesale distribution
business.

Since 2009, strong of the solid experience gain in the
previous decades, he has consolidated his expertise
founding the construction companies that nowdays
constitute Gruppo Dedalo SGI.
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Niccolò Sorrentino
Chief Financial Officer
Member of the Board of Directors
President of the Investment Commitee

Niccolò Sorrentino holds the executive role responsible
for managing the Group’s finances, including the
financial and investment planning, financial risk
management, balance sheets and economic results
reporting.

He holds a degree in Quantitative Finance from
Catholic University of the Sacred Heart, in Milan, and
specialized with a Master of Science in Financial
Engineering and Risk Mnagement from the Hong Kong
University of Science and Technology. He has also
been a visiting scholar at Stanford University in the
United States, achieving a Certification in Global
Management.

He started off his career as an analyst at the
accounting&tax services boutique Oliver Plummer &Co.
in London, overseeing the interest of Italian and foreign
companies in the consumer goods sector. He has also
been a member of the Confederation of British
Industries (CBI).

His corporate experience consolidated as financial
engineer at the Johannesburg’s office of the
Sales&Trading Division of the US investment bank
Morgan Stanley International and in the Capital
Markets Division of the Russian investment bank, VTB
Capital, in London.
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Lorenzo Sorrentino
Chief Operating Officer
Member of the Board of Directors
Member of the Innovation Committee

Lorenzo Sorrentino is an executive manager
committed in the daily supervision of the Group’s
administrative and operative functions, directly
reporting to the CEO.

Lorenzo holds a Bachelor degree in Business
Management from the King’s College London,
having also spent a semester at the University of
Hong Kong. He has refined his education with a
Master of Science in Economics&Strategy for
Business from Imperial College in London.

He has kicked off his professional path working as
summer analyst at the Chinese property
conglomerate Tahoe Investment Group, where he
has dealt, from the Shanghai office, with the
strategic analysis of the portfolio’s property assets.

After several experiences matured in the boutique
corporate finance field, he has docked in the
Utilities team of the Project Finance division of the
Japanese banking conglomerate Sumitomo Mitsui
Financial Group.

His expertise has further consolidated as IBD
analyst in the Investment Banking Division of
Deutsche Bank, in London, dealing with Capital
Markets operations and IPOs.
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Nicola Ruocco
Chief Construction Officer
Member of the Innovation Committee
Member of the Risk Management Commitee

Nicola Ruocco is the construction chief for all the
Group companies, planning and managing all the
technical aspects of the construction process.

He holds a degree in Architecture with urban
planning concentration from the University of
Naples “Frederick II” and is registered in the
professional register of Architects and Urban
Planners of Naples and Province.

As professional architect since 2003, he has been
attending numerous training courses on safety in
the construction industry, protection of the yard
and workforce during design and planning phases,
developing particular expertise in the architectural
and topographic surveys techniques, as well as
building data processing in CAD environment.
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Alessandro Tufano
Chief Design Officer
Member of the Innovation Committee
Member of the Development Committee

Alessandro Tufano holds the role of director for
the architectural and structural design, project
management planning and work safety for all the
Group companies.

He holds a degree in Architecture and Civil
Engineering from the University of Naples
“Frederick II”, and has specialised with a Master
of Science in Digital Architecture from the National
Instituto of Architecture in Rome.

Alessandro has matured important international
experiences as designer, project manager and
construction manager in Spain, France and United
Kingdom.

He has been project assistant at
Vidal,Oriol&Solanes Architectural studio in
Barcelona, has developed solid property
developmentexpertise through the investment
initiatives of Volpi Holding S.p.A., has refined
interior design and fit-out capabilities by working
with several world leaders interior design
companies. Among hist most important projects,
he has collaborated as Project Designer at Innova
Technologies Solutions S.p.A. contributing to the
relief and graphic restitution of the pavement
throughout the historic center of Venice.
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Prospero Sorrentino
Chief Strategy Officer
Member of the Board of Directors
Member of the Investment Committee

Prospero Sorrentino is the Group’s Chief Strategist,
responsible for assisting the CEO in the
development, communication, execution and
promotion of the Group strategic initiatives.

He holds a Bachelor’s degree in Economics &
Commerce from University of Naples “Luigi
Vanvitelli” and further specialized with a Master’s
degree in Human Resources Management from
Bicocca University’s School of Higher Education, in
Milan.

He has matured strong competences in the
corporate resources management field as Head of
Personnel at the French food retailing chain
Carrefour Italia S.p.A., coordinating the human
resources allocation jointly to the commercial
property development of the chain.

He has further consolidated his corporate strategy
definition skills dealing with the business
development strategy of the Italian mortgage
broker player Credipass, supervising the
disboursement of credit products to SMEs.

Before joining the Group, he has gained further
experience in Affida S.p.A., a credit brokerage
firm, as area manager for Southern Italy.
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Isidoro Sorrentino
Chief Procurement Officer
Member of the Board of Directors
Member of the Development Committee

Isidoro Sorrentino holds the role of managing the
company value chain, supervising either the
project flow from the concept phase to handover,
and of the procurement of materials, machineries
and equipment for the Group’s construction orders
execution.

After a diploma in quantity surveyorship, he has
graduated in Architecture with Urban Planning
concentration from University of Naples “Frederick
II”, specialising in the work safety on construction
sites and risk prevention during construction phase.

He has been performing several professional
appointments at public bodies and administrations,
as secretary of the Building Commission, and
provided technical consultancy in civil matters for
the Court of Caserta and Naples.

Before joining Gruppo Dedalo Sgi, he has been
working as Chief Designer and Project Manager
on behalf of many developers and general
contractors, coordinating the detailed design and
construction management activities in development
and valorisation projects of industrial manufacts to
be used for numerous manufacturing activities.
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Francesco Maria Cannaviello
Chief Acquisition Officer
Member of the Remuneration Committee
Member of the Development Commiettee

Francesco Maria Cannaviello is the Group’s head
of development and acquisitions, retaining
responsibility in the definition of the organization’s
commercial and development strategy, performing
activities linked to the scouting and procuration of
construction orders, products development and
building plots.

Francesco holds a Degree in Law from Università
della Svizzera Italiana (USI) in Lugano,
Switzerland.

A Swiss citizen, he has been spending half of his
career as advisory at a finance&tax services
provider boutique in Lugano, coordinating and
assisting Italian companies and multinationals in
the institution of company vehicles for the internal
tax efficiency.

He is currently based in French Riviera, also
serving as Group’s Country Head in France.
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Our Challenge

We believe in challenges and continous growth, we think that the
base of our successful initiatives are people and our family, with its
history, aspirations and competences. Gruppo Dedalo SGI is an
organization made by men and women able to work together,
confronting each others and finding the most excellent solution to
realized building products and works that improve people’s lives and
confer more comfort to their users.
Working for Gruppo Dedalo SGI means being party of a stimulating,
varied and multicultural working environment, where relationships
are based on transparency, respect and trust.
Being a member of our group means participating to the
construction of unique works, iconic buildings and interventions of
high civil engineering, where technological innovation mixes with
process innovation, coniugating the concept of the beautiful, useful
and delightful, with the pursuit of environmental sustainability and
positive impact on the surrounding community.
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Our Committment

We daily commit to build a better world,
coniugating the concepts of the beautiful,
useful and well done, in the furrow of the
building and engineering tradition of the
Ancient Rome and Renaissance, from
whom we inspire to.
We believe in a working environment that
valorises the individuals’ capacities, that
is able to encourage the development of
competences and learning potential in
the company, so that everyone finds full
accomplishment and benefit across the
achievement of shared business goals.
For the executive management,
guaranteeing equal work opportunities
means recognizing the specific skills and
qualifications of all collaborators,
managers and workers, in the
consciousness that competences,
experience and merit, represent the
essential requirements for the accretion of
the human heritage that for years has been
allowing us to establish ourselves and stay
competitive on the global construction
market.

Competences

Experiences

Merit

Human 
Heritage
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Growing with Us

People working with Gruppo Dedalo SGI
and its companies represent the base of its
success.
The high technical and management
competences, combined with a solid
international experience, represent the
Group’s excellence on the field and its
ability to pursuing and achieving more
and more challenging goals.
We believe that in order to keep growing, it
is fundamental the constant development
of our professionals and our people’s
competences.
In the light of this, our Human Capital
Division is strongly committed to the
development of competences and learning
potential of our collaborators and
associates, so that everyone can fully
express his or her own potentialities and
effectively contributing to the achievement
of the Group’s objectives.
In order to consolidate and transfer
knowledge inside the company, every year
we define and implement personal
development and educational programs
either on construction sites or at our offices.
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Tomorrow’s Builders

Tomorrow’s Builders: enterprising and
determined young graduates, with a
strong passion for constructing, either
quality buildings and infrastructures, and
their own future, through personal and
professional challenges, made by unique
experiences.

Francesca Borrelli
Junior Project Engineer
Member of the Innovation Committee
Member of the Women in Business Committee

Francesca Borrelli is a graduate junior
civil engineer and is involved with the
realization of construction and
valorisation projects of residential
buildings.

Francesca joined the Group’s
Planning, Design&Project Management
Division in 2019, after an experience as
Design Assistant in the Architectural
and Structural Design team at Living
Group, supervising the conceptual and
detailed design in interventions of
buildings’ valorisation for residential
and commercial use.

She holds a degree in Civil
Engineering with Environmental
concentration from University of
Naples «Frederick II», specialising in
the recovery and conservation of the
existing building heritage.

Tomorrow’s Builders Identikit
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Result oriented
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Our clients represent the temporary or final users of a work carried
out by us and they also are the commissioner of the group’s
construction orders. Our clients are entities that commission us a
property asset’s realization or valorisation performance,
regardless of its geography, surface, use and investment required.
In the Civil Engineering&Construction industry, the commissioner
is the subject in charge of the decision making and investment
power regarding a construction order, and it can either be a an
individual or an entity, either private or public.
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In over 27 years of experience in the Civil Engineering & Construction industry,
Gruppo Dedalo SGI has developed a strong credibility and a consolidated trust
with its own clients, able to realize whichever construction product for every human
exigency, operating in the role of general contractor, developer and investor,
individually or in jont;venture with private, public and corporate clients, of
different geography, sector and turnover.
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Gruppo Dedalo SGI is an industrial operator sensitive to the
context it operates in and careful to communicate the corporate
activites and operations toward the external world. Inspired by an
excellence pursuit inside and outside the construction sites, the
management cultivates as absolute priority the sustenance and
promotion of a corporate image that is clear, healthy, transparent
and of quality towards its clients, suppliers and stakeholders.
Part of the group’s profits are annually invested in the promotion
and improvement of our corporate culture and in the strengthening
of our corporate identity, aiming to sensitize our target audience
attention, either through press campaigns, active participation to
summits, national and international sector’s fairs as well as
periodic press releases and publications.

Communication
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Presence on the press

The efforts sustained by the executive management in the last couple of years and
the committment profounded by our construction workers on sites, have collected
the press attention.

Date Journal/Magazine Journalist Title Source

14th<
March<
2019

ReQuadro Guglielmo<
Notari

«At/Mipim 2019/it
goes on/scense the/
province/levy»

www.requadro.com/al.
mipim.va.scena.la.

riscossa.della.provincia

Date Journal/Magazine Journalist Title Source

19th<
March<
2019

Italian Architects Paola<
Pierotti

«Italy at the/
MIPIM’s 30°
edition in/
Cannes,/

themese and/
protagonists»

www.italian.
architects.com/it/architectu
re.news/in.copertina/italia.
alla.30esima.edizione.del.
mipim.di.cannes.temi.e.

protagonisti
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Date Journal/Magazine Journalist Titolo Source

5"June
2019

Millionaire Marco"
Zulberti

«Gruppo'Dedalo,'
an'excellence in'
construction and'

property
development»

www.millionaire.it/grupp
o0dedalo0sgi0

costruzioni0sviluppo0
gestione0immobiliare/#!
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Awards and Acknownledgements

The disciplined organizational approach, the introduction of process innovation
and the pursuit of an excellent building product has made the Group's management
earn the nomination for prestigious awards and the inclusion in rankings of
excellence for the real estate sector.

Le Fonti Innovation Awards
Milan,718th7May 2019.9

Gruppo7Dedalo7SGI7has been selected as Finalist of9the99th
annual edition of9«Le7Fonti7Innovation Awards»9with9the9exclusive
patronage9of9the9European Commission.9
The9company9has been selected in9the9following categories:9«MD7of7
the7year»,9for9our CFO9Niccolò9Sorrentino9and9«Excellence of7the7
year /7Innovation &7Leadership»,9reported for9being «a7high7
growth excellence for7more7than 207years and7a7landmark in7
the7construction industry».

Italy at Mipim | Italian Real Estate Exellence
Cannes, 12th March 2019.

Gruppo Dedalo SGI has been included in the 2019 «101 Italian
real estate excellences» Guide, representing the Italian
entrepreneurial heritage in the construction and civil engineering
industry.
The ranking was drawn up by sectoral bodies and associations of
primary category, such as ITA (Italian Trade Agency), ANCE
(Italian General Contractors’ Association), Club Italia and
Assoimmobiliare.

Invest in Italy | The best real estate opportunity in the 
Italian market

Cannes, 12th March 2019.
On the occasion of the 30° edition of MIPIM in Cannes, the world’’
most important real estate exhibition, two property valorisation
projects promoted by Gruppo Dedalo SGI have been included in
the 2019 "Invest in Italy" Guide, the collection of the best real
estate investment opportunities in Italy, arranged by the ITA agency
on the initiative of the Ministry of Economic Development and
economic support of Invitalia, a body part of the Italian Sovereign
Wealth Fund.
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Sponsorships and Partnerships

Company Presentation | Sponsorship & Partnership

In an increasingly interconnected and structured market context, the search for
synergies with complementary and related economic actors represents a precious
opportunity to increase one's turnover and corporate identity’s awareness. To this
end, the Business Development Division launched an intense campaign to
horizontally and vertically integrate with and sign joint ventures to strengthen the
various business lines and attract different customer segments.

Engel&Völkers Amalfi and Capri

Amalfi, 13th June 2019.

Gruppo Dedalo SGI and the Amalfi and Capri offices of the
prestigious international luxury real estate agency Engel &
Völkers have signed a mutual partnership agreement for
the exchange of customers and services.
The agreement entails a marketing sponsorship by Gruppo
Dedalo for the creation of promotional material for the
properties brokered by Engel & Völkers on the Amalfi Coast
and Capri, and a preference agreement for the Group's
Property & Facility Management services to the customers
buying the E&V’s brokered properties, for the realization of
valorisation and renovation works.

Maurizio De Caro Architects

Milan, 29th October 2019.

A partnership and collaboration agreement has been signed
with the prestigious Milanese architecture, design and
communication studio «The Factory Of The Matter»,
founded and chaired by the architect Maurizio De Caro,
coordinator and designer of the Cascina Gobba’s Light
Subway and Service Architecture at the Milan’s 2015
Expo, and the designer Giulio Ceppi, one of the greatest
industrial design experts in the world.

SA/AM Architetto Agostino Marinoni

Milan, 11th December 2018.

Gruppo Dedalo SGI and the associated Architecture and
Design Studio SA / AM chaired by architect Agostino
Marinoni have signed a partnership agreement for the
identification and procurement of integrated collaboration
opportunities in the context of real estate development and
valorisation projects, in the alternative residential use sector,
with particular focus on student housing products.
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Signaling Agreement with Lionard

Florence, 29th October 2019.

It has been signed a Reporting Agreement between
Dedalo S.r.l. and the luxury properties brokerage boutique
Lionard S.p.A., for the promotion of a virtuous partnership in
closing real estate transactions for the hospitality sector in
sophisticated tourist locations, such as Capri and the Amalfi
Coast. The agreement provides to Dedalo the retrocession of
brokerage fees at the closing of the envisaged transactions,
and to Lionard the introduction of buyers for their marketed
properties.
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Milan

Piazzale Biancamano, 8
20121 Milan (Italy)

Office: +39 02 6203 3050
Fax: +39 02 6203 4000

E-mail: contacts@dedalo-sgi.com
Certified E-mail: dedalo-srl1@legalmail.it

Registered Office

Piazzale Luigi Cadorna, 13
20123 Milan (Italy)

Naples

Corso Umberto, 171
20121 Naples (Italy)

Ufficio: +39 081 872 5222
Fax: +39 081 872 5022

Nice

1, Place Massena
06000 Nice (France)

Ufficio: +33 493 16 70 60
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